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Students Harassed

by Julie Kittelson
Staff Reporter

Did you see the movie "Billy Jack?" Do you remember the scene where the students from the city council meeting to protest a proposal that would limit the number of students that could come to town on Saturday? A similar scene occurred last Thursday at the City Council hearing on the planned parking proposal limiting on-street parking.

About 50 students were present and the hearing began with a student saying that the proposal was "a discriminatory act against the students of EWSC." Then several students presented their findings as to how many cars would be displaced if the proposal was passed and the representative from Drexel Hall suggested boycotting Cheney businesses if it passed.

It was the Council's opinion that if the students would use Eastern's eastern parking facilities, such as the Red Barn lot, the parking problem would be solved and students disagreed. Some said there wasn't enough room in the lots as it was, and others cited the inconvenience of having to walk clear across campus for a class when it was possible to park near it. To this, a Councilman yelled "when I was in school I had to walk" and another answered "I didn't have an automobile when I was in school" when the President of Theta Chi Upilon fraternity asked "where do we put our cars?"

After a student said that it would take him at least ten minutes to get to his classes if the proposal was passed, a resident of Cheney proceeded to the front of the hall and lambasted him. "Listen, fatso, if you lose some weight you wouldn't take you 10 minutes. I can walk across the campus in five minutes, and I wear a bora brace."

"You must have a brace on your head, too," someone interjected.

"Fatso" then displayed his flat stomach and threatened to sue while the Mayor pounded his gavel.

Despite these incidents, the decision was made of组成 the two students, two faculty, two administrators, and two businessmen to work out a compromise was reached.

Board Ups Dorm Rates

by Julie Kittelson
Staff Reporter

Applications for the position of editor for The Easterner are available beginning today. Rich Schierman, Publications Board Chairman, said this week.

He said any interested person wishing to apply for the job may do so at the A5 office, third floor PB. He said all applications must be in by May 3.

Schierman said persons applying for the post will be required to fill out an application form as well as take a brief newswriting test. He said all applicants will be required to attend the Publications Board meeting May 7 when a new editor will be chosen, based on the results of the test and a personal interview by the board.

Anderson also said that he was alarmed that for the first time in our 200 year history the government was able to stop the presses as in the case of the New York Times for publishing the Pentagon Papers. Even though the Supreme Court overruled the injunction, Anderson stressed the fact that the President tried to stop the presses. He was alarmed that for the first time reporters were being jailed for refusing to divulge the source of their information, thus setting a precedent for those who would like to suppress the news.

Anderson, commenting on the President's National Security Bill, recently sent before Congress, said that this bill would make any classified information illegal.

He said that most presidents have felt that if they blunder and the public knows about it, they would lose faith in him and this would hurt the country. So all presidents at one time or another have stopped the flow of information to the public. Anderson did say however that President Nixon "has been a little more ruthless, a little more ruthless than past administrations."

There was a brief question and answer period at the conclusion of the speech. Anderson answered questions on the US involvement in Cambodia and his involvement in the Epligton scandal. He also said there was a real need for freedom of information laws to keep a free flow of information to the people in light of recent Supreme Court decisions.

What's inside today

DO YOU ENJOY THE ELECTIONS ON CAMPUS? If not, read the satire in the Issue and Opinions section. If you do enjoy the elections, read the satire anyway and get mad.

KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR VALUABLES and lock your wallets and purses. Read about all the latest thefts and robberies that occurred at Eastern in Crime Check on page 8.

DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM? Are you embarrassed to ask anyone about it? Read the Doctor's Bag and maybe some of yours questions will be answered. This weekly column can be found on page 2.

WANT TO KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON? Find out what events are scheduled to take place at Eastern during the upcoming week by reading Coming Soon on page 3.

DO YOU NEED HELP with your midterm exams? This week's issues and opinions pages 4 and 5.

Sports - page 7

Crossword - page 8
ZPG Spokesman Coming

Nola Leyde, a sophomore journalism major from Spokane, has been appointed as Focus editor for the coming academic year following action earlier this week at a Publication's Board meeting.

Ms. Leyde was selected from among six candidates for the position and said she will take over the post immediately. She will hold the position through Spring Quarter, 1974.

She said there is definitely room for improvement with the publication and she has some ideas. However, she said for now she will "play it by ear."

Ms. Leyde added that she felt there is a definite need for the Focus at Eastern since it is the only daily publication on campus. She also said she will be happy to accept any suggestions regarding the production of the Focus.

New Editor In Focus

The problem you raise is almost worthy of an entire dissertation. I usually hear of man's fantasies of super erections and unlimited performance, which are often tied to enhancement of their desirability in the eyes of women. But, your letter highlights a different reality. It sounds as if your girlfriend would gladly exchange maximum performance for a sense of connection. I think some explanation might permit you both to enjoy your fortuitous physiologic attribute for the few years it may last.

Erections occur when physical or psychic stimulation produces changes in the blood flow through the penis so that more blood goes in than comes out. The internal structure of the penis makes it like a number of other inflatable devices which become stiff when pumped up. Erections occur in non-sex related situations also. All men have them at times during dreaming sleep and younger men are apt to get erections with anxiety and certain types of physical activity involving strenuous contraction of muscles. In the sex related situation, the erection dissipates gradually when sexual stimulation stops or, fairly rapidly following sexual climax. However, this is not always the case, as you so poignantly indicate.

Younger men in particular may be able to sustain an erection following climax. Repeated orgasms, especially without loss of an erection in between, is a capacity possessed primarily by men in their late teens and early twenties. They may change from the usual one to as many as six or eight ejaculations. The first one is usually the best and they become progressively more work and less fun for everyone involved. The woman's capacity for repeated or prolonged sexual contact increases as she gets older, often being rather low in late adolescence and early adulthood with many women becoming capable of multiple orgasms later in life. This divergence is a developmental irony since, as you and your partner age, she will begin to appreciate your performances more as your performance ages.

Under no circumstances should you try any antidotes to prevent erections. The persistence of your erection is no reflection of inadequacy in your partner.

Certainly prolonged erection should be helpful to your partner if she has any need for prolonged sexual contact in order to achieve orgasm herself. Sex for humans should be different than it is for lower animals, who couple and uncouple as rapidly as possible. I am an advocate of the relaxed approach, so you might use that hour afterwards to do something unique-talk to each other."

RESEARCH

ALL TOPICS

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 168-page, mail order catalog of 2,800 quality research papers. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

RESEARCH UNLIMITED
519 Glenrock Ave., Suite 203
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
(213) 477-8474
477-5943

Prewritten Materials - $2.50 per page
Original Research - $4.50 per page
Why would anybody take ROTC?

"With me, it all came down to one word. Money. I needed a scholarship to go to college. And I got one from Army ROTC. It pays for all my tuition, books and lab fees...it's really a good deal."

"I never considered myself especially patriotic, but I do feel that everyone's got an obligation to his country. And by taking Army ROTC, I'll get to serve mine as an officer. It's that simple."

"My reasons are basically selfish, I guess. Jobs are really getting hard to get these days, and I know for a fact that a lot of employers think an ROTC guy's got a head start in management and things like that."

"Maybe I'm different, but I've been considering the Army as a career. I really think I can contribute something, change things, make them better, you know?"

Army ROTC. The more you look at it, the better it looks.
Big business seems to have, once again in the Nixon administration, a new American people. They need that power, without it, they may face financial disarray, because they consist of 60 percent of the foiled atmosphere. It may be the American people that ultimately face defeat.

When Logan took over our rubber supplies in WW2, we somehow developed an artificial rubber supply out of necessity, I was hoping that if we had a hedgehog of oil (oilline), a better alternative would have been found. Thanks to Dick, no one will need to walk this is a cliff backwards for our eventual breath . That cursed necessity . I was hoping that if we had a shortage of oil (gasoline), a better alternative would have been found.

When Japan took over our rubber supplies in WW2, we back, and the Westphalian rubber suppliers, because we had provided the war with a massive rubber supply. We were left with a situation where we had to search for new sources of rubber, and we found them in Southeast Asia. This was a good alternative, and it helped us to win the war.

The story unfolds as Clem Chandler and Arnold Abrams sit on a chair in the Red Light Recreation Center. Clem is saying, "Okay, that’s it. We need to start living tonight."

Later that evening, the two men are seen having a look at some photographs of naked women — the one over their has genuine sparks on it. They are now being run around here," said Roosevelt. "The one over their has genuine sparkles on it."

"It must be forty feet high ." Clem added. "It must be forty feet high ."
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Bestseller. Free.

Introduction by Congressman JOHN G. SCHMITZ
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Third Printing ..................................... 4,000,000
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3,000 copies of this book will be handed out at various locations* on campus Thursday. Look for it! Where else can you get a bestseller just for asking?
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(PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT)
of nights."

Coach Gerry Martin said he was extremely pleased with the performance of all the members of his squad. "This is the first time we've defeated Central in a dual meet since 1960," Martin said. "I've been sleeping with a smile on my face the last couple nights."

Boalie placed second in the 100 yard dash with a 9.9 clocking, his best ever, then captured an upset victory in the 220 as he toured the distance in 22.3 to nip Central's Steve Slavenos. He also ran the initial leg of the winning mile relay team that provided the thin margin of victory in the last event of the meet.

Vantage goalie Mark Hermonio continued to play up-under-par goals as he shut a 70 Friday at Downriver Golf Course to pace Eastern past Central and Whitworth. Hermonio was medalist and Bill Curry of Whitworth shot a 71.

The Eastern varsity team downed Central 11-7 and Planet 10-9 on the same day as the Owls in the second Saturday league.

Savages hold off OTI three-hitter as he shut-out the Owls in the second inning game. The only run came in the third inning when second baseman Daryl Parsons drew a walk, advanced to second on a passed ball and scored on Dunston's single.

Field will be the setting Saturday as the Savages play host to an invitational-type meet. Martin said several of the top spiker in the area will be here to compete on an individual basis only.

One of the nicest things about attending Eastern is participating in intramural sports. And most enjoy it because it is highly organized and caters to student need/demands.

But the intramural program does not run entirely by itself. Enter Brent Wooten and Jerry Jantz. In his capacity as Intercollegiate Director, Wooten takes on the responsibility of planning, organizing, co-ordinating and directing any number of athletic activities that students desire to attend. Obviously, he has his hands full. "Jerry Jantz has done one helluva job in assisting me," Wooten said. "In reality, Jerry handles the majority of the work load because of his excellent organizational abilities. He deserves most of the credit."

Student participation varies each quarter with nearly 1,000 people expected to attend various spring activities. Men's softball has some 38 teams involving 400 players signed up for the present quarter. Several varsity athletes help handle the officiating chores and approximately 10 recreation majors also assist in supervising various programs.

Funding is provided through the A.S. at a rate of $10,500 per year. The majority of funds are spent on supervisors, secretaries, equipment and so on. Wooten also praised the merchants of Chaney for their support in sponsoring teams and backing the program.

The intramural department plays an important part in helping to round out the life of the college student by providing a supervised and well organized outlet for physical recreation. Judging from student opinion and participation, we've got a good thing going here at Eastern. We salute Brent Wooten and Jerry Jantz.

A trio of women gymnasts left yesterday to represent Eastern in the National Inter-collegiate Gymnastics Championships this weekend at Des Moines, Iowa.

Jo Jo McDonald, Jeannie Wayer斯基 and Bunny Moody will be competing individually in the two-day event and Coach Maxine Davis said she thinks all three girls will make it to the finals on Saturday in their respective events.

Jo Jo and Jeannie will be entered in the floor exercise, balance beam and uneven parallel bars. Jeannie will also compete in the vaulting event, her best according to Coach Davis. Bunny has qualified for the floor exercise. "The level of competition gets better every year," Mrs. Davis said. "Girls that won national titles six or seven years ago would be lucky to even qualify for this meet. That's how tough this tournament is."

This will be the fourth appearance at the nationals for both of them. Jo Jo placed fourth in the floor exercise and fifth in the balance beam in the 1970 national tournay. In 1971 she finished 13th in the all-around and missed going to the Olympics by .03 of a point at 1972 in the Olympic trials.

Jeannie captured the 1971 Pacific-8 all-around championship and qualified for the U.S. Gymnastics Open Meet in that same year. That meet is the stepping stone to the Pan American Games. Ms. Moody is a freshman and will get her first taste of the nationals.
Crime Check

Campus Safety reported that the majority of incidents they investigated last week were thefts. About $160 was taken from two wallets that were left in an unlocked room in Dressler, when the occupant left the room for about thirty minutes. A carpet valued at $150 was taken from Paterson Hall and about $160 was taken from two involvements involving two juveniles will be later recovered.

Campus Safety also went on a fire in Pearce Hall was reported. It turned out to be an accident in the parking lot near the grounds building.

A student who has been placing student who wish to put permission was asked to remove them. Campus Safety officials asked students who wish to put up posters to contact Wall Zable's office for clearance.

A fire in Pearce Hall was reported. It turned out to be an overheated dryer. Campus Safety also assisted Cheney police in a one car roll over on first street across from the A & W. There were no injuries.

Campus Safety also went on three ambulances calls and investigated an accident in the parking lot near the grounds building.

MAKE YOUR OWN "PRIME CUT"

with this Special Coupon

you receive $2.00 off on all service!

Includes Shop Labor or House Service Calls

Our technicians are color qualified!

This $2.00 Special is for the Month of April - We Know What We Are Doing!

Call 235-6772

Town & Country TV

504 FIRST ST. CHENEL

from Bashful Blue to Passionate Pink

We've Got All 12 Colors FLAIR!

Available at your College Bookstore

EXPOSE YOURSELF!

to different ways of thinking. We regularly go to plays, lectures, and minority awareness programs as a group. Our environment encourages us to question things as they are. Does yours? Give us a call. It's worth your experience.

235-4672

THETA CHI UPSILON FRATERNITY

We do more than drink beer and have parties!